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Before the Bike Ride
Peter had really enjoyed cycling in the Alps in September 2012 and was keen to find a different but similar challenge.
He was a Buildings Inspector and had practised the art of looking around when he entered buildings, making the
clients feel uncomfortable as he retained a serious demeanour. If his clients knew what was passing through his
mind they would have been surprised. He wasn’t thinking about the layout of the building nor whether the dog
would get his dinner on a Sunday if he arrived back late from a cycling trip. His mind was flashing through the map of
Europe wandering where the next CTC annual overseas ride would be (actually there had only been one CTC
overseas ride). Then he realised he should concentrate on cheap flights and realised that there was an Easyjet flight
from Newcastle to Malaga. A smile touched his lips but he hid it from his clients. He hurried home after work, cut the
joint and chatted to his wonderful young-looking wife, then hurried upstairs to search the Internet. After a short
time he found the website for “Biking Andalucia” which gave sufficient information to excite his cycling juices. He
was overjoyed and danced around his bedroom. He checked
the map to find Orgiva and it looked to be in the perfect
place for a hilly ride. The website talked about the guide
“David Isaacs” from England and used the words “we” and
“our” so Peter thought he must just be just one of the
guides.
Peter sent off an email to get more information and quickly
received a reply from David. He soon realised that David had
been using the royal “we” or perhaps “we” meant David and
his cat. It also became apparent that David was very helpful, and we learnt later that he could be relied upon to be
punctual and to provide a quality service.
Just before Christmas Peter sent the received information around the group that he had cycled with in the Alps and
the CTC Teesside 21 Virages team leader Mickmike. Within a short time he had interest from Mark and Alison but
before the New Year they had both dropped out. However Steve, Alec & John were becoming keen – perhaps Peter
should become a salesman. Mike was also interested but was awaiting a heart checkout due on January 15th. Peter
and David exchanged more emails with David understanding Peter’s difficulty with the expression “it must be like
herding cats”.
On January 6th Peter booked for 4 people for 5 nights – April 20th to 25th. It had taken him less than 2 weeks to get
the holiday booked – a remarkable achievement and he is a definite candidate for organising the 2014 cycling trip.
Peter was also very pleased. He had a superb holiday booked and all the issues were sorted out. Then change
requests came through just like on a project.
First John decided to switch to 8 nights and convinced Steve and Alec to also switch to 8 nights. John exchanged
emails with Dave. Poor Dave must have started to get confused. Then Mike joined the team…
On January 15th Mike saw the heart consultant about his heart condition and was told, “Stop wasting my time –
anyone who can cycle up Alpe D’Huez must be fit”. By the month-end Mike was booked in but was told he would
need to catch the bus from Malaga to Orgiva as David’s van could only take 4 passengers. David stated in his email to
Mike that he should learn a few Spanish expressions so he learnt, “Si”, “Gracia” and “No” – easy! Mike knew that he
would arrive in Orgiva at 6pm, about 3 hours after the others. He sent Dave an email to ask for the GPS coordinates
of the bungalow – he knew better than to ask for the postcode e.g. TS9 5EA. Although the others had promised to
meet him at the bus station he was concerned that they might be on a long bike ride. Dave replied that he had no
idea of the coordinates but gave directions.

John had decided to hire a bike whilst the other four had decided to take their own bikes. Peter & Alec were to use
real bike bags whilst Steve & Mike sent off for the £7 CTC plastic bike bags.
Mike read the “Biking Andalucia” website which described several routes and transferred four of these into
MapMyRide and transferred the created GPX to Viewranger on his iPhone and to his very expensive Garmin 800
(£350). Everything was now ready.
The week before the ride Peter, now officially designated as our trip leader (the one who would get the blame if it
rained all the time), called a meeting to go through any issues. The main one was the transfer of Mike between cars.
John was to collect Mike at 4:45am then drive to Alec’s house where they would transfer to Alec’s car – known for its
remarkable unreliability on bike journeys. Alec’s car would then drive to Steve’s house where all four would jump
into Steve’s car. Then they would drive 20 miles up the A19 where Mike would transfer into Peter’s car. Mike could
see this transfer going wrong especially when Peter sent a text explaining about the transfer to one of the “21
Viragers” members with “tee hee” at the end.
Saturday April 20th
The day arrived for the start of the holiday. Everything went smoothly in the UK and the plane even arrived 30
minutes early in Malaga. Dave was there to greet us and showed Mike where to get the bus. Mike had to make two
bus trips; a 20 minute trip from the airport to the Malaga bus station costing 3 Euros; a 3 hour trip to Orgiva costing
11 Euros.
Mike was surprised that the Orgiva bus was full most of the way. He had grabbed the front seat and fought off
anyone who looked like they may want to sit next to him. On arriving in Orgiva Mike realised that Dave’s directions
would not help but fortunately Peter, John & Steve appeared on their bikes. As he walked towards the Cortizo
(Spanish Farm house) named El Olivo they explained that they had enjoyed a 2 hour ride but Alec had left behind a
vital part of his bike! (note Alec is renowned for forgetting vital items – he once left cheap train tickets for a group)
When Mike arrived at the El Olivo poor Alec looked forlorn and had his super-expensive bike on a bike rack with no
handlebars. He was thinking of hiring a bike but phoned our host Dave just in case. Mike was told he had the room
with the double-bed and when he found the room was surprised to find another single bed in the room. Who was
the lucky one that Mike would be sharing with? On checking it turned out that Alec had decided to rent a room in
Dave’s other cortizo, Peter had a single room, and John and Steve were sharing a twin.
As Mike rebuilt his own bike Dave turned up and began to investigate Alec’s bike. It almost looked like there was no
hope with Alec’s face looking even more forlorn then Dave found a part to fix the bike. Alec was overjoyed and a big
smile crossed his lips – some men might have hugged and kissed Dave in such a situation but Alec is much reserved
than that and said a polite “thankyou”.
The three cyclists told Mike that they had called in at the “Old Mill” restaurant after their short ride, though it had
been problematic as Steve’s chain broke with John coming to the rescue with a spare chain liunk, and had been
served tapas with their beer. Dave chipped in, “the last ones who stayed here never bought a meal and just lived off
the tapas served with the beer!” (note that the definition of tapas is “a small Spanish savoury dishes served with
drinks at a bar”).
The team walked down into Orgiva once all the bikes were ready. Dave had told us that there were 46 cafes /
restaurants in Orgiva and it only had a population of 6,000 – and it was not classed as a tourist resort. So there was
plenty of choice of establishment to check-out whether they all gave tapas with beer. However first we called in at
the supermarket. Steve led the way in buying the food and we all contributed 30 Euros into a kitty. Steve was
appointed as “kitty-minder” which was wonderful as from now he paid all the bills, and the rest of us just topped-up
the kitty when requested.
We tried one restaurant, were served beer then waited to see if tapas would arrive – it did. We bought a second
beer and a different tapas arrived. It looked like everyone would be satisfied with just buying beer and eating the

tapas but Peter spoke up, “I am hungry. I want some real food.” So our team
leader led us to the “OId Mill”. Mike had assumed that it was the quality of the
tapas that drove the choice of restaurant but soon realised that it was the
delight of seeing the pretty waitress again. Alec & Mike asked for pork steak
which turned out to be so enormous that half of Alec’s resided in the El Olivo’s
fridge till it was chucked out a few days later. The team were in a happy mood –
they had not yet felt their thighs straining as they slowly cycled up massive
mountains.
Sunday April 21st Orgiva to Beznar and Las Guajares 50 miles 1500m of climb
Mike realised that the four routes that he had created in MapMyRide would probably be used for the four days of
cycling. He asked the team leader Peter to choose one for the first day, and as any Startrek commander would do he
conferred with the rest of the team. It was decided to go west to Beznar and to loop round south then back north.
Mike set up the route on the “App” Viewranger on his iPhone and on his super-expensive Garmin 800. It turned out
that there was little need for the Garmin as the route was easy to follow and the Viewranger map gave a clearer
picture.

We set off at 9:30 and stopped at the top of the hill just inside Lanjaron. Mike arrived last and there was talk of the
“snail” having arrived. Our stopping point had beautiful views plus a bronze statue of a naked lady. It could be said
that there is always one and of course it was John who learnt against the statue to get abreast of the cycling. We
returned by 4pm after several stops (Steve had stated before we arrived that this should be a holiday and not a bike
race so we should stop for a rest frequently – Mike liked this proposal).

John was first in the El Olivo pool and quickly out followed by Alec who swam length
after length but still not very far. Mike swam two whole lengths but no-one else went in
the pool for the remaining days. It would have been excellent in much warmer weather.
In the evening we tried two bars for beer and tapas then spied a restaurant serving “Fish
and Seafood Stew”. It sounded delicious and as happened a few times we all ordered the
same dish. We were all disappointed!

Monday April 22nd Orgiva to Motril and Lujar 61 miles 2468m of climb
Alec was into eating porridge and searched the residency for a large bowl – if
he could have found a bucket he would have used that. Alec, being a
Scotsman, liked his “Scots porridge oats” but stated that he preferred Irish
oats. However he had to make do with oats that came in a plastic bag with
no origin stated on the bag. Without any complaint he filled his large bowl
with oats, added a few pints of milk and made his porridge in the microwave.
Mike produced the remaining three bike routes and gave them to Peter,
stating his preference for what looked like the easiest route – to Sierra
Contraviesa, Cadiar & Torviscon. Peter acquiesced but then Steve, who had been looking at the clouds and mists,
surrounding the mountains, stated, “It will be too cold and damp if we go too high. I recommend the coastal route to
Motril.” A look of experience and intellect came briefly across Peter’s face. He realised that these were wise words
and agreed upon the coastal route. Mike looked at the map and realised that there would be a long climb in the
afternoon. John thought about packing his trunks so he could swim and flash his body on the beach. Alec thought
about knee pain but now realised that it was better to suffer in silence.

Dave appeared and looked at the bikes. He was impressed that Mike at the age of 63 could cycle up these mountains
on such a heavy bike. He didn’t know that Alec had given himself a handicap of a few pounds of porridge that lined
his stomach. Dave said that he thought Mike was “genetically gifted”.
The journey to Motril was almost all downhill and we arrived quickly but then turned east along the coast but on a
major road with cars flashing past. Mike said apologetically, “I never actually thought we would use my routes so
hadn’t checks the roads.” Peter took charge. He produced his paper map and spied a route on minor roads but we
would have to retrace our route for a mile. John led the way having briefly looked at Peter’s map and made a
photographic image in his brain. We turned east and the road started to ascend. The climb became steeper then
John shouted out after a few miles, “We should be at the top now”. In fact noone knew the topography of the area. The road continued climbing and in front
we could see that we would enter mist and cloud. We reached a junction
signposted “Lujar”. Mike checked his Viewranger map and saw that if we
reached Lujar there was a road that went north though it was classified as
“unpaved”. Steve argued for continuing east as he was concerned about the
low cloud. After a debate it was agreed that we would head to Lujar. The road
became steeper and Mike decided that walking some stretches would be as fast
as cycling. He saw that Peter had stopped in front to wait for him. It seems that Peter had stopped because the slope
was too steep even for this goliath of a man. With a mix of cycling and walking Peter and Mike caught up with the
other three who had kindly stopped. Both John and Steve had walked parts of the climb but Alec had been resolute
and had kept on cycling. We set off again and Peter shot off up the even steeper hill. Had he been kind to Mike by

walking? We arrived in Lujar in the mist. Steve was very keen to find a café where we could eat lunch, and one
appeared as he cycled into Lujar. The café offered to make us steak and chips but Peter thought they were being
sarcastic so it was decided to just have potato omelettes. We waited and waited and waited. Mike checked outside
and it had started to rain. Finally a wonderful salad appeared followed by 3 very large potato omelettes.
Mike checked his Garmin 800 and asked it to provide a route to Orgiva. This very expensive device (over £300)
claimed that Orgiva was less than 10 miles away which did not seem to match the Viewranger map which was
indicating about twice this distance. However he wanted to believe the Garmin! Everyone had looked at the
Viewranger map on Mike’s iPhone and understood the route but were still apprehensive about the “unpaved” road.
Mike set off in front closely followed by Peter. The road went downhill which did not match
with what he expected then Peter shot past him and swooped lower and lower. John cycled
past Mike shouting a few swear words about going the wrong way. We all stopped to
consider the situation and decided to continue on down. This led to the team being required
to cycle an extra 6 miles and regain about 250 m of height! Mike walked just a short way and
arrived at a junction where the rest of the team were waiting. The signpost said 20km to
Orgiva so 12.5 miles. He felt like chucking the Garmin 800 in the bin! The rain had stopped
but it was still misty and cold. Fortunately all but the last 2 miles was downhill and it would
have been a superb downhill ride on a warm clear day but instead cold hands clung to the
handlebars. We arrived back at 6:30 and stopped at the “Old Mill” again. Everyone was exhausted and Peter began
talking about a short flat route for the following day – an idea firmly backed up by Mike.
Tuesday April 23rdt Orgiva to Telvelez 47 miles 1580m of climb
John had been checking the weather forecast each day and it looked like it would be improving day by day. The
clouds had disappeared over the mountains to Telvelez. The idea of a short flat route disappeared and Telvelez won
the vote.

The map showed that we would have to cycle uphill almost non-stop for 8 miles to Pampaneira and could see the
route up from El Oilvo – it looked steep! We set off at 10am – why rush when you are on holiday – after Alec had fed
Dave’s cat. Mike expected to be in the vanguard but as had happened a few times Steve stayed behind Mike even
though he was much fitter (and younger). Mike wondered whether Steve was worried in case he collapsed as his
heart-rate had peaked at 171 the previous day. The team stopped after 4 miles
to regroup and to take photographs of a waterfall. We set off again and soon
could a white village high up on the mountain-side. It didn’t seem possible that
the road would go through this village but it wound round and round and up and
up till we arrived in Pampaneira – population 355. As we cycled we were passed
by several coaches which showed that this was a tourist route – Telvelez is
renowned as the highest village in Spain at 1800m. In Pampaneira we saw many
craft shops selling ceramics, leather and clothes and locally produced specialities

of cheese and ham. Many tourists were wandering around the roads and we weaved our bikes through them till we
came to a café in the centre of the village.

After a lengthy break we continued on going up and up slowly to Telvelez. John stopped at
times to check that Mike was not too far behind but even he had been finding some of the
slopes tough. We decided that it was time for dinner and found a café with joints of meat
hung from the ceiling. They looked too big to easily fit on a plate so instead we all chose the
meal of the day – we really were acting as a tight team now.
Peter had briefly talked about going back down the same way as even he was suffering a bit
but had forgotten these thoughts when the return route was discussed. Instead it was John
who proposed returning by the same route as he thought the views would be much better
as we would keep higher longer. John looked for Mike’s support – given gladly as it would
be a few miles shorter and he wanted to take more photographs of Pampaneira. Thus the group split into two with
the “return by the same route” pair ending up cycling 4 miles less.

The last 5 miles of the return route for John & Mike was just sublime – no noise but that of the tyres, swooping
round and round the many bends, with superb views in front. Of course the other three said their route was
superior! John & Mike returned by 4pm and began a long conversation with Dave – interesting enough to ignore a
request by the other three to join them in the “Old Mill”.
In the evening John, Peter and Mike went to the supermarket to buy more food for breakfast. John had picked out
some more unlabelled oats but then Peter had spotted some Irish oats – Alec’s favourites. They were marked 169 –
Peter was not sure if this meant 1.69 euros or 16.9 euros which would have made it about one cent for every oat!
Peter had had a hard day!
We were joined by Dave and his partner in a café in the evening. This time various forms of tapas appeared with
every round and we drank a lot of rounds split between beer and wine. At the end of the evening the bill was only 33
euros - remarkably low after the amount we had drunk and eaten!

Wednesday April 24tht Orgiva to Beznar and Sierra Contraviesa, Cadiar & Torviscon 51 miles 1500m of climb
The last cycling day arrived and Peter felt relaxed. There had been no rain in Orgiva and the
team, his team, were enjoying the cycling. He felt pleased with himself as the one who had
found “Biking Andalucia”. He grinned like a Cheshire cat over breakfast.
We only had one route left so the choice was easy. However there was a debate about the
way around. Did we go up the steep hill first or cycle up a hill with a lower gradient by cycling
the reverse way to that planned. The team chose the steep hill first which meant cycling
almost 10 miles uphill after the initial 2 miles downhill.

After cycling almost 4 miles uphill the team stopped for a break. John and
Steve pointed to where they would be walking for the next 2 days – up a
mountain reaching 3,500m. John’s chain came off just at the point where
we turned off the main road. Everyone stopped to wait except Mike who
carried on up the hill, and got into a rhythm, looked back to see no-one
there, and stopped and waited. This was a mistake as the hill became even
steeper requiring Mike to walk a short section. We reached what looked like
the top with the views being magnificent.

The undulating top continued for several miles but then the road swooped down and down to the valley below – just
superb cycling. On reaching the valley we decided to cycle on to Torviscon rather than go out of the way to Cadiar.
We turned left and still the road continued downwards most of the way to Torviscon.
We stopped at a café and for once asked for a soft drink, and still were given tapas – in this case half a red sausage.
John and Mike then asked for a beer with Alec and Steve continuing with soft drinks and now we were given four
tapas – Peter was left out! Peter decided that this was the appropriate occasion to make his team leader’s speech.
He thanked everyone for their involvement, thanked himself for all his involvement or did the rest thank Peter?

We had another 10 miles to cycle. Alec and Steve set off fast but John looked jaded. Mike acquired a last wind and
roared past John then set off to catch up with Alec and Steve who were at least 300 yards in front. It was all
downhill and Mike caught them and could now see himself arriving back in Orgiva first. Then 6 miles out an uphill
appeared and his spurt disappeared, first being passed by Peter then by the rest. On arriving in Orgiva the group
checked out the “Old Mill” but it was shut so we adjourned to a different café for 5 beers. The tapas this time was
remarkable – a fried egg on toast! We ordered a second beer – would we get two friend eggs or even bacon? No –
this time it was squid.
We arrived back at El Olivo and packed up the bags. Dave arrived and put Peter’s and Mike’s bikes in his van. The
holiday was almost over. Dave had recommended a Moroccan restaurant and we agreed to eat there. John
proposed that we should buy some wine to bring back to El Olivo for a last drink after the meal. The supermarket
was closed but we found a small shop that sold wine. We bought two bottles of very cheap wine – three euros.
We strolled through Orgiva and found the Moroccan restaurant. It was empty but had the look and feel of a real
Moroccan restaurant – not that most of the team had been there. The waiter looked Moroccan as he had black hair,
and was slim but he could have been Spanish. He spoke English so probably was Moroccan. We all ordered the
standard meal which included a starter, main course and sweet.

John was overcome with the wonderful meal, with words of delicious and succulent leaving his lips. He determined
to come back again after his walk.
Back at El Olivo John uncorked the wine. Mike tasted it and stated that it was worse, by far, than his elderberry and
banana wine! Almost a whole bottle of wine was left – perhaps Dave’s cat might like it?
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